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Abstract

Conceptually similar to adaptation in model-based ap-

proaches, attention has received increasing more attention

in deep learning recently. As a tool to reallocate limited

computational resources based on the importance of infor-

mative components, attention mechanism has found suc-

cessful applications in both high-level and low-level vision

tasks which includes channel attention, spatial attention,

non-local attention and etc. However, to the best of our

knowledge, attention mechanism has not been studied for

the R,G,B channels of color images in the open literature.

In this paper, we propose a spatial color attention networks

(SCAN) designed to jointly exploit the spatial and spec-

tral dependency within color images. More specifically, we

present a spatial color attention module that calibrates im-

portant color information for individual color components

from output feature maps of residual groups. When com-

pared against previous state-of-the-art method Residual

Channel Attention Networks (RCAN), SCAN has achieved

superior performance in terms of both subjective and ob-

jective qualities on the dataset provided by NTIRE2019 real

single image super-resolution challenge.

1. Introduction

Attention mechanism, originally inspired by the behav-

ior and the neuronal architecture of primate visual systems

[15, 14], has received increasingly more attention by com-

puter vision and machine learning communities. Since the

breakthrough in machine translation application [32], atten-

tion has been found to be useful to many high-level vision

tasks including image captioning [5, 38], lip reading[6],

image classification [34, 11, 35] and image understanding

[4, 16]. The success of attention mechanism is generally

attributed to prioritize the allocation of available processing

resources towards the most informative components (e.g.,

salient regions) in an image.

By contrast, attention mechanism has been under-

researched for low-level vision tasks. The only few ex-

ceptions all deal with single image super-resolution (SISR)

(e.g., channel attention [39], channel-spatial attention [12],

non-local attention [40]). The common theme behind so-

called spatial or channel attention mechanism is to adap-

tively rescale each spatial-domain or channel-wise feature

by modeling their interdependency, that will help networks

pay more attention to specific features. Such attention

mechanism allows a network to concentrate its computa-

tional resources on the most useful features and enhance

the discriminative learning ability.

However, existing study about attention mechanism has

not been extended for color images or across spectral bands

to the best of our knowledge. The only studies about color

attention we can find are [18, 19] which have focused on

the application of object recognition for high-level vision

tasks. The issue of how to jointly exploit spatial and spec-

tral dependencies [8] for low-level vision tasks such as SISR

seems to have not been addressed in the open literature. All

previous attention strategies for SISR have only considered

to directly use R,G,B color channels as input training data.

In other words, the networks will simply treat all the color

information among R,G,B channels equally. One potential

risk of this strategy is the lack of optimization - e.g., exploit-

ing the spectral dependency among color channels might

benefit the task of deep residual learning.

In this paper, we propose to address the above issue by

developing a new architecture named Spatial Color Atten-

tion Networks (SCAN). Conceptually similar to bilateral

filtering [30] in which spatial and color are treated as two

independent domains, we treat spatial and color features

as two complementary channels. So instead of consider-

ing channel-wise and spatial feature modulation in [12], we

have developed a spatial color attention module (SCAM)

to calibrate important color information from output fea-

ture maps of residual groups. Unlike existing works which

treat channel-wise features across spectral bands equally,

we propose to make the networks focus on informative fea-
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Figure 1. Overview of proposed networks architecture, Basic RGM stands for the basic residual group module which includes several

residual groups, SCAM is proposed spatial color attention module where to generate R,G,B spatial color attention map, ⊕ denotes element-

wise sum.

tures and exploit interdependencies among color channels.

The newly developed color attention mechanism enables the

network to not only focus on recovering spatially high fre-

quency components (e.g., edges and textures) but also pay

attention to vivid and sharp color information (e.g., colorful

flowers and texts) in the generated HR image.

A summary of our key contributions include:

• We propose to address the issue of color attention for

SISR and demonstrate it is supplementary to the spatial and

channel attention mechanisms studied in the literature;

• Our proposed spatial color attention module (SCAM)

and residual channel-spatial attention (RCSA) can be easily

integrated to most existing SISR networks;

• Experimental results have shown our SCAN can sig-

nificantly outperform previous state-of-art RCAN [39] on

real SISR competition dataset.

2. Related Works

Deep learning-based approaches toward single image

super-resolution (SISR) have shown the reliability and ad-

vantages compared with the traditional model-based meth-

ods. SRCNN [7] first introduced a simple three layers CNN

architecture to solve SISR problems; VDSR [20] utilized

the concept of deep residual networks [10] to make the

deeper networks (20 layers) trainable and significantly im-

prove the results; LapSRN [22] proposed to upscale low

resolution image by a pyramid structure which has a better

performance on large scale factors (ex. 8×). EDSR [24]

introduced to use residual blocks without batch-norm layer

and get the significant improvement. Most recent advances

include deep recursive residual network (DRRN)[28], SR-

DenseNet [31] and Residual Dense Network (RDN) [41]

combined the state-of-art deep learning approaches ResNet

[10] and DenseNet [13] to further improve SISR perfor-

mance.

Inspired by [11], Residual Channel Attention Networks

(RCAN) [39] first considered attention mechanism - chan-

nel attention to improve the representational ability of

the network and get the state-of-art performance with a

very deep networks. Besides objective measures such as

PSNR/SSIM [37], SRGAN [23] introduced a novel gener-

ative adversarial networks (GAN) [9] based architecture to

optimize the perceptual quality of SR images. An enhanced

version of SRGAN named ESRGAN [36] using relativis-

tic average GAN (RaGAN) was developed in [17] as well

as [33], which demonstrated improved visual quality than

standard GAN.

It is worth highlighting previous works on attention

mechanism in the existing literature. Generally speaking,

the common principle underlying various attention mecha-

nisms is to bias limited computational resources based on

the importance of informative components. For example,

channel attention [39] adaptively rescale the channel-wise

feature by modeling their interdependency; channel-spatial

attention addresses the issue of channel-wise and spatial

feature modulation [12]; non-local attention [40] attempts

to simultaneously exploit the local and non-local depen-

dency within an image for the task of image restoration.

To the best of our knowledge, the issue of color attention -

i.e., the modeling of interdependency across different spec-

tral channels - had not been studied in the open literature.

Therefore, we propose to address this issue and develop spe-

cially tailored modules for color image restoration.

3. Proposed Approach

3.1. Network Design

We present the designed networks in the following hier-

archy: SCAN (Fig. 1) → Subnetwork of SCAM and Ba-

sic RGM (Fig. 2) → Residual Channel-Spatial Attention

(RCSA, Fig. 3). It should be noted that our SCAN and pre-

vious state-of-the-art RCAN [39] are similar at the coars-

est level. Both SCAN and RCAN are decomposed of the

residual group (RG) and residual channel attention block

(RCAB). This is because we want to evaluate the validity

of proposed SCAM (refer to Sec. 3.2) and RCSA (refer to
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Figure 2. The structure of proposed Basic RGM and SCAM modules. In the block of SCAM, RCSA stands for proposed residual channel-

spatial attention module (the details are demonstrated in Fig. 3); ⊕ denotes element-wise sum, ⊗ denotes element-wise product, CAT

denotes feature-concatenation.
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Figure 3. The structure of proposed RCSA module which includes the implementation of RG and RCAB blocks. The two red blocks show

the structures of channel and spatial attentions. ⊗ denotes element-wise product and ⊕ denotes element-wise sum.

Sec. 3.3) modules under the same conceptual framework.

We are hoping that this way of presentation can fa-

cilitate our explanation about why SCAN can outperform

RCAN (similar to the popular ablation study) - i.e., with-

out changing the overall structure, we can still improve the

performance of SISR by designing novel fine-scale mod-

ules (SCAM and RCSA) in a plug-and-play fashion (e.g.,

the number of Basic RGM modules in Fig. 1 can be

reduced as we will show in our ablation study in Table

2). Meanwhile, we will focus on the key difference be-



tween the design of RCAN and SCAN - i.e., the desir-

able color attention mechanism. Across different hierar-

chies (SCAN→SCAM→RCSA), we will show how color

attention mechanism is the theme unifying our network de-

sign and optimizing the task of deep residual learning.

3.2. Spatial Color Attention Module (SCAM)

In SCAM module (see Fig. 2), we organize the input

training data (LR images) into two parts: 1) similar to the

normal SISR architectures, the whole LR image is supplied

as the input to the main network (see Basic RGM block in

Fig. 2; 2) the LR image is divided to R,G,B channels sepa-

rately, which then serve as the input to the proposed RCSA

module for generating spatial color attention maps XR, XG,

XB , for R,G,B channels respectively. Note that the second

part (our new contribution) is absent in previous works on

SISR because they treat all R,G,B channels equally.

Let Fout denote the output feature maps of the Ba-

sic RGM block (see Fig. 2, the gray-colored feature map

with the dimension of H × W that contains C feature

maps), which is generated from the whole LR input image

and fused all R,G,B information into each feature map. To

re-calibrate Fout, we apply element-wise product between

each spatial color attention map XR, XG, XB and Fout.

The process of introducing color attention can be expressed

as follows:

FR = Fout ·XR (1)

FG = Fout ·XG (2)

FB = Fout ·XB (3)

where FR, FG, FB are the re-calibrated feature maps from

Fout to represent spatial color information for each R,G,B

channel (e.g., FR represents the spatial information from

red channel).

Next, to get the final output feature-map FBRGM with

the dimension of H ×W × C, we first concatenate R,G,B

feature maps and then use a 1× 1 Conv layer to reduce the

feature-map dimension from 3C to C:

FBRGM = WD([FR, FG, FB ]) (4)

where WD ∈ R
1×1×C is a 1 × 1 Conv layer used for di-

mensionality reduction.

By applying SCAM to the basic RGM, the networks can

fuse channel attention (already considered in RCAN [39])

and spatial color attention (new module introduced by this

work) to better re-calibrate input feature maps based on the

pair of training data. Note that the real SISR challenge still

belongs to strongly supervised learning; therefore the objec-

tive here is the same as the original idea of applying ResNet

[20] to SISR (i.e. to learn a more accurate residual repre-

sentation). The new insight we attempt to bring through this

work is that residual representations across spectral chan-

nels are not independent, which implies the potential of

jointly learning them (as we will elaborate next).

3.3. Residual ChannelSpatial Attention (RCSA)

To implement RCSA module (see Fig. 3), we have fol-

lowed the basic structure of SENet[11] and RCAN[39]

which sets up a regular residual block including channel

attention mechanism. More specifically, we first squeeze

input feature maps with global average pooling:

QC =
1

H ×W

H∑

i=1

W∑

j=1

FC(i, j) (5)

where C is the number of feature maps, QC is the c-th el-

ement of Q ∈ R
C , FC(i, j) is the pixel value of the c-th

feature at position (i, j) from input feature maps FRe′ ∈

R
H×W×C . Then we propose to implement a simple gating

mechanism as adopted by previous works including SENet

[11] and RCAN [39]:

SE = σ(WE(δ(WS(Q)))) (6)

where σ refers to a sigmoid function, δ denotes the ReLU

function, WS ∈ R
1×1×

C

r is the squeeze Conv layers with

weights and WE ∈ R
1×1×C is the expand Conv layers with

weights, r is the reduction ratio to reduce the dimension

of Q (the parameter r controls the trade-off between the

capacity and the complexity [11]). Finally, we can rescale

the feature maps FRe by:

FCA = SE · FRe′ + FRe (7)

where FRe is the input feature map to RCAB block, FCA

is the output from RCAB block which is a rescaled feature

maps by channel attention module (see Fig. 3). Note that

Eq. (7) is different from previous works such as RCAN

because we will have a separate channel/spatial attention

mechanism for each R,G,B channel respectively.

Next, we can apply spatial attention to the rescaled fea-

ture map. Unlike previous works in which R,G,B feature

maps are treated equally, we note that the input of RCSA is a

single channel of RGB image. Therefore our approach gen-

erates the output feature map (so-called spatial color atten-

tion map) which focus on re-calibrating single color channel

information from the feature maps of Fout. In this fashion,

the outputs of SCAM module naturally fit the grey-colored

feature map in Fig. 2 (refer to section 3.2). More specifi-

cally, we have

FSA = σ(WSA(δ(WSA(FRG)) (8)

where FSA is the output spatial color attention feature map

which can be represented as XR, XG, XB based on the cor-

responding R,G,B channels, WSA ∈ R
1×1×C is the Conv



layer with weight, σ refers to a sigmoid function, δ de-

notes the ReLU function. FRG is the output of RG (refer to

Fig. 3). In summary, newly designed spatial color attention

map is expected to more effectively learn the joint residual

representations across spectral channels.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

In this work, we have used the real-world paired image

dataset provided by NTIRE2019 challenge. It includes 60

pairs of images for training, 20 pairs of images for valida-

tion and another 20 pairs of images for testing; both HR and

LR images are collected by standard DSLR cameras, which

means the LR image is not synthetic but captured from the

real-world (likely with a different focal length). This is in

sharp contrast with previous SISR challenges which gen-

erate LR images from HR images (e.g., DIV2K [1]) using

model-based methods (e.g., bicubic interpolation). The new

real-world dataset is arguably more closely related to the

real-world SISR tasks - e.g., the scaling factors between LR

and HR images are unknown (in theory it is determined by

the ratio of focal lengths).

We also note that HR images for test data (i.e., the

ground-truth) is not provided; therefore LR images in test

data have already been scaled to the same size/resolution as

the corresponding HR images by the competition organizer.

Accordingly, we have opted to report our PSNR/SSIM ex-

perimental results based on 20 paired validation data (for

which ground-truth is available) and report perceptual index

(PI) score [3] based on 20 test data since PI is a no-reference

image quality metric (no HR image is needed).

4.2. Training

In our proposed SCAN networks, we have set Ba-

sic RGM to 3, each Basic RGM includes 3 residual groups

(RG). And every RG contains 20 RCAB blocks which is

the same as the original RCAN [39]. In RCSA module, we

have used one RG with 6 RCAB blocks inside. Most of ker-

nel size of Conv layers are 3 × 3 with 64 filters (C = 64)

except few exceptions as shown in Fig. 3 (e.g., in the spatial

attention block, the two Conv layers have only 1 filter that

means C = 1, and 1×1 of kernel size). In channel attention

block, the reduction ratio is r = 16. The last layer filter of

the whole networks is set to be 3 in order to output super-

resolved color images. Note that the original RCAN has 10

RGs; due to the limitation of GPU memory, we have only

adopted 9 RGs in our current implementation of SCAN (3

Basic RGM, totally amount to 9 RGs).

In our training process, we first randomly crop both the

input and ground-truth RGB images with small patches

such as 128 × 128, with a batch size of 16; then we aug-

ment the training set by standard geometric transformations

Patch size 48×48 96×96 128×128

PSNR 29.37 29.55 29.59

Table 1. The influence of different cropped patch-size used (48 ×

48, 96 × 96 and 128 × 128) for training process.

(e.g., flipping and rotation). Our model is trained and op-

timized by ADAM [21] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and

ǫ = 10−8. The initial learning rate is set to 1× 10−4, the

decay factor is set to 5, which decreases the learning rate by

half after [384k, 576k, 768k, 883k, 998k] steps; the MSE

loss function is applied to minimize the error between HR

and SR images. All reported experiment results are trained

by PyTorch [27] on 4 NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPUs. The total

training time is around 35 hours.

4.3. Effect of Patch Size for Training

We explored the effect of different patch-size cropped

for the model training. Table 1 shows the results of 48 ×

48, 96 × 96 and 128 × 128 patch-size used. Note that all

the training settings are exactly same besides the patch size

of training data. From the results we find that large patch

size leads a better PSNR performance. However, due to

the constraint with limited GPU memory, 128×128 is the

largest patch size we can train at this point.

4.4. Ablation Study

In order to better illustrate the benefit of spatial color at-

tention map step by step, we have compared different strate-

gies to evaluate the validity of proposed SCAM. We have

implemented four competing models in our experiments

(trained by the same dataset): 1) baseline RCAN [39]: train-

ing without SCAM (all settings follow the original RCAN);

2) SCAN 1: training with only one-time calibration with

SCAM (one Basic RGM with 9 RGs inside); 3) SCAN 2:

training with two-times calibration with SCAM (two Ba-

sic RGM, first one has 5 RGs and the second one has 4

RGs); 4) SCAN 3: training with three-times calibration

with SCAM (the proposed SCAN, please refer to Fig. 1).

Table. 2 shows the results of the four strategies men-

tioned above. Without SCAM, the RCAN can achieve the

average PSNR of 29.31 dB; after adding SCAM, SCAN 1

can improve the initial PSNR results to 29.49 dB (0.18 dB

gained when compared with RCAN); keep increasing cali-

bration time to 2 and 3, we observe that the PSNR results are

further improved. Finally we have achieved the best PSNR

result of 29.59 dB with the proposed SCAN (i.e., SCAN 3

in Table 2).

4.5. Comparison Against StateoftheArt

We have compared our proposed SCAN with current

state-of-art SISR approach RCAN [39]. The original

RCAN is trained to super-resolve LR image by a specific



cam2_09 HR LR RCAN SCAN(ours)

29.21/0.8837 31.79/0.9363 32.51/0.9413

cam1_07

27.29/0.7874 29.78/0.8718 30.74/0.8880

PSNR/SSIM
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Figure 4. Visual results for validation data “cam1 07” and “cam2 09”.

cam2_05 HR LR RCAN SCAN(ours)

25.54/0.7279 27.21/0.8074 27.71/0.8207PSNR/SSIM
cam2_04

24.33/0.7954 25.71/0.8500 26.14/0.8578PSNR/SSIM

Figure 5. Visual results for validation data “cam2 05” and “cam2 04”.

scale factor (i.e., 2×, 3×), but the LR and HR image in

the new real-world dataset from NTIRE2019 have the same

size. Therefore, we have to remove the upscale module

from the original RCAN to make sure both the input and

the output have the same size. The comparison results in

term of PSNR is shown in Table 3.

The baseline result is the average PSNR between the

(scaled) LR images and the corresponding HR images. The

“+” in RCAN+ and SCAN+ stands for self-ensemble strat-

egy used to further improve results (similar strategies have

been adopted in previous works [24, 29, 41, 39]). From

Table 3, our proposed SCAN and SCAN+ have the best



cam1_07

7.85 7.47 7.17Perceptual Index

cam2_04

LR RCAN SCAN(ours)

6.73 5.97 5.83Perceptual Index

Figure 6. The visual results for test data “cam1 07” and “cam2 04”. The results is based on perceptual index (PI) score since the HR image

is not available. The lower PI score indicates the better perceptual quality.

Method No. of RGs No. of SCAM calibration used PSNR SSIM

RCAN 10 N/A 29.31 0.8606

SCAN 1 9 1 29.49 0.8628

SCAN 2 9 2 29.52 0.8641

SCAN 3 9 3 29.59 0.8650

Table 2. Investigations of how to set spatial color attention modules (SCAM) .

Baseline RCAN RCAN+ SCAN SCAN+

PSNR 27.78 29.31 29.42 29.59 29.75

SSIM 0.8163 0.8606 0.8632 0.8650 0.8687

Table 3. Quantitative results of PSNR and SSIM for all methods.

The higher is better. Bold font indicates the best result and under-

line indicates the second.

PSNR/SSIM performance. When compared with RCAN

and RCAN+, our proposed SCAN+ can significantly im-

prove the PSNR performance by as much as 0.44 dB and

0.33 dB respectively. Even without activating the strategy of

self-ensemble, SCAN is still noticeably better than RCAN

and RCAN+.

Beside quantitative PSNR/SSIM results, we have also in-

cluded the subjective quality results comparison in Fig. 4

and Fig. 5. For image “cam2 09” in Fig. 4, we can see that

RCAN suffers from severe edge blurring artifacts and text

color distortions. Our proposed SCAN can reconstruct col-

orful texts with fewer blurring artifacts and less color dis-

tortion. For image “cam1 07” in Fig. 4, our SCAN is ca-

pable of recovering more edge details than RCAN (e.g., the

sharpness of wall-pattern). For another image “cam2 05”

in Fig. 5 (note that this example is really challenging - even

ground-truth HR image has suffered a little bit of edge blur-

ring), our SCAN can reconstruct the large-scale building

structure details much better (e.g., the horizontal roof struc-

ture above the window and vertical edges on both sides

of the window). For image “cam2 04” in Fig. 5, we can

see that the dots in ground-truth image contain solid color;

while in RCAN reconstructed image, they become hollow

dots. One possible interpretation is that for fine struc-

tures like small dots, it takes both spatial and color atten-

tion mechanism to ensure the structural consistency among

them. By contrast, our SCAN can still faithfully reconstruct



Baseline RCAN SCAN

PI Score 7.36 6.79 6.68

Table 4. Quantitative results of perceptual index scores for all

methods. The lower score is better. Bold font indicates the best

result.

those solid dots.

Finally, because the HR images for test data are not re-

leased, we cannot report the PSNR based results on test

data. Alternatively, to evaluate the quantitative results

among our method, baseline and RCAN on test data, we

have used a new objective metric called Perceptual Index

(PI) [3] (a no-reference image quality metric) which was

recently developed to measure perceptual quality for SISR

(e.g., the 2018 PIRM Challenge [2]). The PI score is defined

by

PI =
1

2
((10− MA) + NIQE) (9)

where MA denotes a no-reference quality metric [25] and

NIQE refers to Naturalness Image Quality Evaluator [26].

Unlike PSNR or SSIM [37], the lower PI score, the better

perceptual quality.

Table 4 includes the PI comparison between ours and

other competing methods. SCAN reaches the lowest PI

score, which implies the highest perceptual quality. Fig.

6 includes the PI comparison among baseline (LR), RCAN

and SCAN on images “cam1 07” and “cam2 04” from test

dataset (HR images are not released so we will not be able

to evaluate the fidelity or accuracy of SR reconstruction).

But it can still be observed that SCAN is capable of de-

livering the most visually pleasant reconstruction of fine-

detailed structures in basket on image “cam1 07”. On an-

other image “cam2 04”, our proposed SCAN can signifi-

cantly reduce the blurring of white-colored texts when com-

pared with RCAN.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a spatial color attention

networks (SCAN) to tackle the problem of single image

super-resolution based on real-world image dataset from

NTIRE2019 challenge. The newly designed spatial color

attention module (SCAM) can enable the networks to learn

the joint representations across spectral channels and bet-

ter calibrate the feature maps with R,G,B spatial color at-

tention maps. When compared with start-of-the-art RCAN,

our method SCAN can significantly improve both objective

(including PSNR/SSIM/PI) and subjective results. Mean-

time, the designed SCAM module can easily be integrated

with other existing super-resolution networks. Under the

framework of NTIRE challenge, one issue that remains to

be addressed is the modeling/learning of real-world degra-

dation (the forward process). We expect that exploiting a

priori information about the degradation process can offer

new insight to the problem of real SISR.
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